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ABSTRACT: Towards the end of the Second World War, Palermo, was heavily bombed and a large part of its artistic heritage was reduced to rubble. In particular a large number of churches were semi-destroyed. Furthermore, the baroque domes of three of these churches, namely Gesù a Casa Professa, Sant’Ignazio and SS. Salvatore, were badly damaged.
From the synchronous analysis of the either total or partial renovation of these buildings, you can see that they
almost always underwent significant transformations as regards volumetric structure; furthermore they have
taken on a new form, totally different from that of the original structure, as a result of the use of new materials
and new techniques.
This paper intends to concentrate on the materials and building techniques used to effect the restoration itself, while taking into due consideration the problems connected with the ideological character of the theories of restoration that had to be faced at that time.

THE DIFFICULT DECISION: DEMOLISH OR REBUILD
Of the numerous buildings of Palermo’s cultural heritage that were destroyed by bombs dropped during the
Second World War, the domes of the churches hold a truly important position.
The reasons for this are to be attributed to numerous factors: the desire on the part of the warmongers to strike
those buildings that constituted the enemies identity; because the domes were clearly visible from a great distance, and therefore were an easy target; and finally, the precariousness of the domes as regards structure,
dimension and position because they were more exposed to the effects of the bombs, even when not hit directly by them.
The domes of numerous churches in Palermo did not escape this fate and were either partially or totally
knocked down by the bombs. Of these, we decided to study in depth the following: Gesù a Casa Professa;
Sant’Ignazio Martire all’Olivella and Santissimo Salvatore, because they had been so badly damaged that at
the time it was felt that they had to be restored using innovative building techniques, such as the use of reinforced concrete.
In essence, at that time Mr. Mario Guiotto, the Superintendent of Monuments for West Sicily, was faced with
three decisions: rebuild the churches and their domes even if they were semi-destroyed or leave them in ruins;
use traditional or innovative materials and building techniques; chose whether or not to expose the newly restored parts in such a way that future users would be able to collocate them in the historical period in which
they were actually built.
To understand the reasons that directed Guiotto’s choices, it is necessary to make some mention, at least brief,
of the social, economic and cultural climate in Palermo in which he had to operate immediately after the end
of the conflict, which in Sicily coincided with the Anglo-American occupation of the island that took place in
July 1943.
The first decision he made was to rebuild. Today, most critics would probably disagree with this decision, basically on account of foolish cultural ambitions backed by past experience. However, immediately after the War
restoration had to take into due consideration the reconstruction of the city’s monumental heritage which became a sort of ‘emotional compensation’ for the moral damage suffered and therefore needed to be a symbol of the negation of the traumatic event. Indeed the churches and their domes were urban points of reference both for their value in colour and volume and for their ideological values on account of their religious
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significance. Therefore, the quick and immediate reconstruction of these buildings was intended to assume a
strong symbolic value for the people of the city.
The Superintendent was assisted in his decision to rebuild by comparing the situation with the ongoing national
debate between his Italian colleagues who were facing the same problems and who solved them, almost
unanimously, by deciding to restore the ruined buildings ‘as they were and where they were’.
Together with these considerations, which belonged to a more sentimental sphere, a sort of attachment to the
monument itself, he had to relate to the national theoretical corpus on the subject of restoration, while taking
into due consideration the fact that immediately after the war the destruction was extraordinarily vast and so
many extempore decisions had to be made.
Therefore, many of the precepts that had forged the science of restoration were put aside. Furthermore, many
of the guidelines expressed in the Instructions for the Restoration of Monuments issued by the Department of
Antiquity and Fine Arts in 1938, which stated that the country’s culture was to evolve away from restoration
and finishings in the old style in favour of a more enlightened critical spirit, were tempered, thereby allowing for
ample rebuilding in various styles: liberation, old style, and new design.
What aforesaid concerns the purely cultural action of restoring, that was blended with a national sentimental
spirit that characterised the operations of that period.
As regards the second decision, the problems that were encountered of a technical nature carried enormous
weight.
These were linked to the structure of the domes, and were caused by the fact that the original building techniques used were little known and entrusted to limited theoretical knowledge. In fact this knowledge was more
or less based on the empirical application of simple static moments that were basically guessed at, the proof
of which was referred solely to the durability of the building. Armoured concrete, which builders placed enormous faith in, must have seemed the only possible solution to the need of rebuilding such vulnerable structures
quickly, economically and solidly as it embodied these three qualities. What’s more there were other reasons
that encouraged the use of armoured concrete, a material accepted by the restoration guidelines: the few
buildings in the city built with it had shown remarkable resistance; it was difficult to obtain traditional building
materials.
The last problem to be faced was the plausible eventuality that artistic and historic forgeries would be created
during the restoration. This did indeed take place in Palermo, and it was not an isolated case in Italy, in spite of
the fact that the Board of Education, in a letter dated 21 November 1945, had recommended that:
All restoration work be effected with rigour and also with clarity as regards the clarify of the documentation
both of which must be based on sound principles … regarding the safeguard of the monuments. It would
be disgraceful should the enormity of the work undertaken cause the restoration not to be state-of-the-art;
we therefore request...that in the restored parts, limits and techniques not be confused, and that legibility
not be obscured.. It is therefore...essential that the repairs on war damaged buildings of artistic interest be
effected leaving evident signs of restoration, always recognisable although not overly apparent, thereby
avoiding, as much as possible, restorations that cannot be documented with absolute.
This extremely clear warning was hardly ever heeded, especially as regards the building techniques employed, the material used and their intentional, systematic concealment.
However, the idea of showing that the reconstructed parts were new compared to the pre-existing ones – on
account of thematic difficulties, which necessitated enormously sensitive planning, with the risk that the closure of the intersections of the naves with the transepts would appear extraneous to the edifice – was hardly
ever taken into consideration.
Furthermore, up until the forties, during less problematic periods when there was enough time for more profound reflections, the external expressive capacity of armoured concrete had not been directly exploited:
camouflaged by plaster, often rusticated ashlar-work that imitated load bearing masonry, or masked behind
marble pier templates, concrete was used only for its structural capacity.
Only afterwards did the building techniques slowly start to use concrete in its expressive capacity, and then in
buildings of a totally different nature.
The restoration of the domes of the Palermo churches that we are interested in were not an exception to this.
In fact they were rebuilt using techniques that were quite different from the traditional ones originally used; furthermore the greater the damage the greater was the amount of concrete used. It was almost a pragmatic
‘case by case’ situation, in which the Corps of Civil Engineers and the Regional Cultural Heritage Agency had
to confront each other.
THE ‘FALSEHOOD’ REGARDING THE NEW DOME OF THE CHURCH GESU IN CASA PROFESSA
The building was started at the beginning of 1564 on a design signed by the Jesuit Giovanni Tristano, architect
of the Jesuit Religious Group, and was finished in 1567. It had a single nave with numerous lateral chapels and
a wide transept. Following numerous alterations effected after it had been opened to the public, the work on
the interior decor continued for over a century, making the church one of the most extraordinary expressions
of Sicilian Baroque architecture.
Over the centuries the dome of the edifice collapsed numerous times and was regularly rebuilt, thus becoming emblematic of the problems involving design and building, above all those of an experimental nature.
Immediately prior to the conflict, a fourth dome was built on the church, thus bearing witness to the absolute
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uniqueness of baroque architecture. It was laid down on a tambour with mixtilinear contours made up of a
square with rounded corners; it had an extrados lacking groin ribs and was surmounted by a small vault with a
circular base. This style was completely different from the typical structure of the coeval domes designed for
baroque churches having a Latin cross floor plan, an example of which will be discussed in the next paragraph, and different still from the other three domes built on the church of Gesù in question.
On 9 May 1943, during the particularly bad air raid on the city, the entire church was devastatingly hit by two
bombs, as reported in the pages of the handwritten diary of the seat of Casa Professa: “…one fell on the
dome, making a hole in it and then exploded inside, the other exploded on the floor in the middle of the left
nave… Soon afterwards…the dome, the centre vault and most of the left nave collapsed…”.
If there were no doubts regarding the choice of rebuilding, for the numerous reasons detailed above, the
choice of building techniques to be employed needed to be evaluated carefully. Armoured concrete must
have seemed the only acceptable alternative, given that it had proved to be solid, having passed the test of
the war, it could be prepared quickly at low cost, and its use was recommended in the 1938 guidelines, albeit
to be used wisely.
The material was employed extensively and skilfully concealed behind decorative-architectural elements.
However, in the building yard where the dome was rebuilt they went beyond merely concealing the material
and creating a historical forgery, they committed an aesthetic crime, also to the detriment of the Superintendent in charge at that time. This can be seen by comparing the existing dome with the previous one, which
was completely different (see Fig. 1).
The dome that you can see today was built on a double tambour, octagonal on the outside and circular on
the inside, which has a double ogival calotte. The decision to build a double structure, separated by a cavity
wall, had much older roots to be found in the manuals of the period. It was also recommended because it responded better to the spatial and ornamental requirements; an inner structure with softer shapes built on a cylinder would have fit better with the spaciousness of the area below it.
It would also have been better able to support the decorations, both pictorial and sculptural, that would follow. Further advantages were linked to ventilation and the possibility of inspecting the cavity wall, which could
be traversed for the entire height of the tambour.
Today, the supporting structure of the tambour is made up of four big masonry pillars, strengthened by armoured concrete cores (1.40x1.40 m), that are located at the junction of the main nave and the transept,
from where four large arches radiate. Four beams in armoured concrete, positioned on top of these pillars, are
inserted in a circular beam that frames the entire structure.
The entire height of the exterior tambour is a composite load-bearing structure made of reinforced concrete
and solid brick masonry, while the inner structure is a non-standard framed structure in reinforced concrete.
To be more precise, the external masonry in solid brick is framed by eight hexagonal pillars placed at the top
of the same number of sides of the octagon and by three kerbs positioned at the initial and final heights of the
window openings and at the springing line. Internally, eight pillars, placed radially in respect of the first pillars,
are connected to each other by two circular beams placed at heights that correspond to the three kerbs on
the outside. The system of beams and kerbs is connected by means of reinforced concrete slabs. There is an
interruption between the slabs, placed at the initial and final heights of the window openings, in the spaces
between the holes, the third of which is at the same height as the top of the tambour, which can be traversed
from part to part.

Figure 1: Pictures of the dome of the church of Gesù before (left) and during the war (center) and after (right)
its reconstruction; (Historic Archives of Regional Cultural Heritage Agency (HARCHA))
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Figure 2: On the left, various phases of the reconstruction of the dome of the church of Gesù; (HARCHA). On
the right our theory regarding the construction plan; (Authors’s image)
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Furthermore, 24 chunky beams connect the structures of the inner and outer tambours that are placed at
three different heights. They have a particular shape, due to the need to join the two pillars that have different
forms: hexagonal and rectangular.
The inside of the tambour is filled with solid bricks placed edgewise. Inside, eight pilasters, made of small hollow clay blocks, jut out; they are covered by stucco work that decorates the entire structure.
From the topmost point of the tambour to the highest point of the dome, the structure continues with a double
ogival calotte, made of reinforced concrete, the inner and outer curvatures of which are different. The two
calottes are ribbed with parallels and meridians in the cavity wall, whereas the parts that are visible inside and
outside do not have parts that jut out, but are covered respectively by frescoes split into eight segments and
by majolica-tiled vaulting-ribs. The ribbing of the calottes is connected by beams placed at different heights.
The technology typical of that period also influenced the idea of the iron-window, utilized both for the double
window frames of the sixteen big rectangular holes and for the eight oval windows. If the briefly described
planning procedures were difficult on account of their ideological-figurative character, we cannot understate
the enormous difficulties encountered in building such a characteristic structure like the dome. The pitch of the
vaults and slender domes, the thickness of which was either constant or changed on a continual basis, had
been the object of copious research since the thirties. However, the study of a structure where the variations,
determined by the ribbing, were abrupt was much more complex. Furthermore, the following had to be taken
into due consideration when studying domes: 1) the horizontal force of the wind considering the great height
of the dome (i.e. this was the only horizontal force that came into play, as seismic forces did not have to be
reckoned with as not contemplated by the law at that time); 2) the variations in temperature between night
and day that would cause asymmetrical and symmetrical stress; 3) shrinking, to be calculated in the same
way as a decrease in temperature. Because it was impossible to verify the results of their calculations regarding the load-bearing tests, they were forced to check particular load-bearing hypotheses, in spite of the fact
that the dome only had to bear itself. The entire dome was covered by materials that completely disguised
the real structure. In particular, the outside of the tambour was in freestone while the calotte was covered with
the above described majolica; on the inside both the tambour and the calotte were decorated with stucco
work. In this way both the shape and the essence of the dome were radically changed (see Fig. 2). It should
be pointed out that Superintendent Guiotto was practically forced to accept the decisions made as regards
the rebuilding. This was due to the fact that he was unable to make the two departments (i.e. his and the
Corps of Civil Engineers) cooperate fully in respect of the study and design of the dome. This, in spite of the
fact that he had reiterated numerous times to said Corps the responsibilities of each department: the former,
on the basis of Law 1 june 939 n. 1089 “…protection of all things of artistic or historical interest, was responsible
for the monuments from a point of view of art, whereas the latter was solely responsible for the statics of the
structure…”. In fact in May 1947 he wrote to the Corps of Civil Engineers saying that he deemed it impossible
“… in a structure of such importance, to separate the historical part from that pertaining to statics….”. He further expressed his fear, subsequently revealed to be well-grounded, that the “…artistic element will be reduced to the facings of the structure of the dome,… since the beauty of the building is principally to be referred to its architectural features and not its finishings….”. In this way, Guiotto had endeavoured to fight
against the construction of an edifice built, as he himself stated, “…with criteria that are completely unsuitable
and that should be used only for industrial buildings; and which, what’s more, should not be discussed here”.
THE ‘ALF TRUTHS’ ABOUT THE REBUILDING OF THE DOME OF THE CHURCH S. IGNAZIO MARTIRE ALL’OLIVELLA
The construction of the church, designed by architect Antonio Muttone, commenced at the beginning of
1598; it was opened in 1622, even though the façade was still incomplete. In 1752, after several alterations,
two twin bell towers were added to the façade. The church had three naves and several chapels, the main
nave of which was decorated with frescoes by Manno, on the sections prepared by Venanzio Marvuglia. At
the time it was built it didn’t have a dome, in place of which there was a false ceiling that had been frescoed
and that was inserted in the tambour, which was covered by a gabled roof. This latter had been built for aesthetic reasons, rooted in the fashion of that time, and to make the church more visible. Although this was
never actually admitted, there was enormous competition between religious congregations to adorn their
churches and houses in a show of power.
The first and only design for a dome dates back to 1731 and is to be attributed, according to some, to Francesco Ferrigno, an architect who was a parishioner of the church, or, according to others, to Ferdinando Fuga
who had designed the coeval dome of Palermo’s Cathedral.
Just before the beginning of the war the dome was set on a circular tambour having eight window openings
flanked by Corinthian columns. The calotte was made up of thirteen parallel courses, made of stone from
Aspra, closed by the fourteenth, the annulet, that was wider and on which the small skylight was positioned.
This was also made of stone from Aspra. The dome’s extrados, marked by eight ribs that had no structural function, was protected by copper sheets. On 5 April 1943 the church was hit violently by bombs during an air raid,
which fell on the big pillar to the left of the pulpit. It collapsed, as did the two adjoining arches, the dome
above them, the covering and the vaults above the pulpit, and the left arm of the transept.
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Figure 3: Pictures (left) and drawing (right) of the remaining stump of the tambour of the dome of the church
S. Ignazio all’Olivella; (HARCHA)
The first reconstruction, which began in May 1943, concerned the removal of the rubble after all the reusable
building material and architectural elements had been duly selected and set aside; the construction of an inner wall that circumscribed part of the church that could then be used for religious services (this solution was
necessary as the parishioners needed a place where they could worship); the demolition of dangerous areas
or, where possible, making them safe. The stump of the tambour of the dome was one of the most important
pieces to be consolidated, as it bore witness to the splendour of the church’s interior décor. Following specific
instructions imparted by the Superintendent himself, the tambour was strutted and consolidated using cemented cramp irons. In reality, while the work was under way they were forced to change their minds as regards preserving it. In fact, on account of the difficulties encountered in building the new dome, they decided
to demolish the tambour. Again, credit must be given to Superintendent Guiotto who did his utmost to carry
out the repairs on the basis of his concept of restoration. This was expressed in his attitude towards the treatment of the remaining part of the tambour. He had the remaining stumps surveyed, because he believed they
would be extremely useful to the reassembling and completion of the structure. The resulting drawing showed
a longitudinal section of the church that highlighted both the damaged and undamaged parts, and the
above mentioned decorative elements (see Fig. 3). After the reconstruction of the east and north walls, built of
dressed, calcareous sandstone blocks and lime mortar mixed with stones retrieved on site, and of the two
large arches that had collapsed, also made of dressed, calcareous sandstone blocks, fixed in the wall with
cement lime mortar, they began the reconstruction of the vaults above the transept and above the pulpit
and of the double-curved, spherical pendentives. These were also built of dressed, calcareous sandstone, but
the stones were square, on account of the greater accuracy needed to build them compared to the simple
construction of the face of a building. While this wok was in progress, the wooden ceiling was reassembled,
part of which was sustained by lattice trusses made of reinforced concrete. This choice is indicative of the difficulty they had at that time of obtaining building materials, especially wood, and of the rapidity and loss cost
of the new technology. The weight of these elements, compared to the original wooden ones, is probably the
cause of the present day lesions in the supporting wall. The new dome is a mixed structure of reinforced concrete and masonry. However we cannot refer to it as a framed structure, since the elements in reinforced concrete are circular, horizontal kerbs as regards the tambour and vertical ribs as regards the calotte; there are no
linking elements.
To be more precise, the tambour structure, built of dressed, calcareous sandstone blocks from Aspra, roughly
made into squares and walled in with concrete mortar, was set un on a first kerb placed at the same height as
the extrados of the key stones of the large arches and pendentives (0.90x0.45 m); it was encircled by a second
kerb placed at the height of the transverse architrave above the tambour’s window openings.

Figure 4: Various phases of the ‘restoration’ of the dome of the church of S. Ignazio; (HARCHA)
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The building method employed on the dome itself was mixed. It was constructed with courses (meridians),
made of roughly cut, dressed stone from Aspra, that were interspaced by groin ribs (parallels) in reinforced
concrete (average thickness 0.4 m). These were closed and connected at the top by a ring, also in reinforced
concrete. The framework of the skylight was in reinforced concrete and roughly cut Aspra stone. The extrados
of the dome was protected by an under-layer of pieces of brick and hydraulic mortar and by damp-proof
plaster made of non-hydraulic lime, pozzuolana and brick dust. Subsequently copper plates were positioned
to protect the outer surface of the dome (see Fig. 4)
THE ‘GENUINE’ REPAIRS EFFECTED ON THE DOME OF THE CURCH SS. SALVATORE
The building, which has an extremely interesting centric floor plan designed by Paolo Amato, the result of the
intersection between a greek cross floor-plan with a dodecagon, was built on a pre-existing church attached
to the ex-monastery in 1682. The base of the elliptic dome, which is a bold structure decorated with frescoes
by Vito D’Anna, had a diameter of 24 m. It had originally been built using an incredible number of rows of
freestone, 29 to be exact, that ended in a skylight that did not have any ribbing. The events that constitute the
history of its construction prior to the war, were complicated and difficult, probably on account of its shape
and dimensions which are exceptional. However, a very original solution was found to the problems of consolidation and adaptation of its inner spaces that the church desperately needed. A loggia, designed and
built by Don Vincenzo Giovenco, constructed above the dome, protected it from the moisture that saturated
it so much it couldn’t be decorated; it also helped to absorb the stresses which were instead partly absorbed
by the lateral buttresses, that bore the vertical stress (see Fig. 5).
During the air raid that took place on 17 April 1943 a bomb hit a neighbouring building, the Monastery of
Salvatore, which collapsed; unfortunately part of the right corner of the church’s façade was destroyed. During one of the last attacks on the city, the church was hit again, and this time more badly. In fact on the following 30th June, it took a direct hit from a bomb following which a large part of the dome was destroyed as
were Vito D’Anna’s frescoes. Furthermore, the marble embellishments were also damaged. First of all, the Regional Cultural Heritage Agency dismantled the two arches of the loggia and then repositioned them on the
loggia above the dome. However they rotated them, making them a threat to people’s safety. The static
conditions of the dome were disastrous. It was held up by only four rows of dressed stones, many of which were
being crushed. Because of this, any kind of intervention, even the simplest operation of clearing away the
rubble would have been extremely dangerous; the slightest perturbation in the statics would have, in fact,
caused its collapse, which in turn would have obviously caused damage to the elements below. An ingenious
solution was found to this problem: the reconstruction of the dome was effected from the extrados by means
of a hanging form work secured to scaffolding erected on the flat part of the loggia and connected to the pillars of the arches and to an external service bridge. Reconstruction began in September 1943 after the rubble
had been removed and after the tumbledown parts had been pulled down. The work consisted first of dismantling and then of reconstructing two of the arches and the pillar of the loggia that had been dangerously
rotated using some of the original elements, and subsequently of putting them back in place.

Figure 5: Floor plan (left) and profile (right) of the Santissimo Salvatore church; (HARCHA)
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Figure 6: On the left, picture of the dome perforated by a bomb; (HARCHA). On the right,
the loggia that still protects it today;(Virtual Earth.com)
A sort of anastilosis, applied outside the field of archaeology, was effected on what were in realty ruins. Four of
the other arches of the external loggia surrounding the dome were rebuilt using the pieces that had been
dismantled and supplementing them with new dressed stone or brick masonry. The top part of the dome itself
was rebuilt using rings in reinforced concrete; whereas the bottom part was rebuilt using dressed stones, having an average thickness of 0.95 m, lime mortar and concrete. These stones were ingeniously shaped with their
edges slightly in relief to prevent them from slipping during laying. Various seams in bricks and concrete mortar
were effected along the edges of the fracture in the vault while concrete grouting were placed in the cracks.
The skylight in the dome was rebuilt by first dismantling the parts that could be reused and then by supplementing the missing parts in masonry with freestones and decorative stucco-work. A waterproof coating, having an average thickness of 0.10 m, made of a mixture of crushed bricks, pozzuolana and lime, was spread
over the extrados of the dome’s new masonry (see Fig. 6). The same sensitive, cultured treatment, characterised by both partial and tiny restoration works, was given to the decorative elements of the dome and the inside of the church. These were handled in conformity with the criteria of scientific restoration and left in undertone where parts were missing.
CONCLUSIONS
Today, if you were to examine the reconstruction of the domes presented here (i.e. we have taken in consideration only a few of the vast number available) and were to do so standing back and looking at the situation
from afar, away from the climate of necessity in which Guiotto had to operate, it wouldn’t be easy to establish
what his attitude toward restoration actually was. In fact, it would appear that, rather than facing the problem
with a systematic method, he was often moved by the damage itself; that is the plan to be pursued was
prompted by the type of damage.
We have reason to believe that in the cases of the churches of Gesù and of the Olivella, the restoration
shouldn’t be considered such but should be confined within the boundaries of reconstruction. We also believe
that the use of non-traditional building techniques caused many of the original structures of great historicalartistic value to be destroyed and substituted by others, without there being any safety reasons to justify the
decision. Reinforced concrete was used more because it was quick and economical to use and the material
could be found anywhere rather than for its structural capacity, which was often underestimated and therefore not supported by sufficient research. In fact the negative effects did not come to the light until many
years later.
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